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● IS helps a wide range of investors with their execution and investment

process, from trade conception to post trade analytics

— Focused on buy-side clients: hedge funds, asset managers, corporates 

and family offices

— We originate new execution flows into

— our bank partners, exchanges & other venues

— in multiple asset classes and product groups

— across all time zones

● IS executes client transactions across FX, Listed Derivatives, Government

Bonds and Interest Rate Swaps

● Global presence with offices in the US, London, Paris and Singapore

— Headcount > 100

— Led by highly experienced sales leaders

IS Revenue Mix1 (by Product)

IS Services Mix1 (as % of Revenue)

IS Revenue Mix1 (by Region)

UKUS

APAC EU

1. Based on 9M 2020 data
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● Since inception, IS revenues have expanded through

— Acquisition of COEX (Nov 2017)

— CAGR of c.21%

● As a relatively new arrival, IS has built from the ground up on the latest possible

platforms creating an efficiency advantage. We will use our efficiency

advantage for different ends as we move through our growth phases:

a) To drive long term revenue growth through platform and headcount

buildout

b) To maximise margin growth

c) To move gradually from a) to b) as we complete our buildout

● Continued execution of our growth strategy

— Broadening asset market coverage

— Expanding geographical presence 

— Facilitating higher value electronic execution services

Revenue Progression (£m)
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c.21% CAGR (2017-2020)

Institutional Services
Successful growth trajectory so far
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Institutional Services 
Overview of the “agency execution model”

● Our interests are aligned with our clients

— We do not prop trade, market make or hold inventory. Where we are 

counterparty to our client it is solely for the purposes of settlement, 

billing and the maintenance of client anonymity 

— We are singularly focused on execution

● Clients turn to us to get difficult-to-execute trades done creating new volumes

and positioning with our venues / liquidity providers

● IS acts as a partner to clients in identifying trading opportunities

— Internal Factors: dislocations, relative value, liquidity events, trends and 

cycles

— External Factors: macro, regulatory, funding efficiency, venue incentives

● IS seeks to go beyond mere ‘regulatory best execution’

— We aim to achieve the best possible price for clients

• Agency Execution is benefitting as traditional dealers contend with

— Requirement to do more with less balance sheet

— Declining average trade size 

— Organisational complexity

— ‘Juniorised’ sales coverage

— Legacy technology

— Slow response times in Legal and Onboarding

— Need to ration client solutions

— Off-shored/outsourced operations

• Agency Execution is responding to end client demand for

— Electronification of more complex and fragmented markets

— Better execution outcomes 

— Transparency and Responsiveness

Agency Execution : A Growing Element of Market Structure
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Institutional Services Financial Targets

● Financial targets

— Revenue Growth:

— Medium term target: c.12% CAGR

— Contribution Margin: 

— 2023 target: c.30%

— Medium term target: c.34%

— Operating Margin: 

— 2023 target: c.19%

— Medium term target: c.24%

● Principal drivers of Operating Margin improvement

— Revenue increase through new organic hires

— Efficiency gains through economies of scale by leveraging existing product 

infrastructure 

— Capacity enhancements from 2020 OMS, Routing and Algo initiatives 

— Scale pricing benefits accruing from recent growth / aggregation of buying 

power with key service providers

— Expansion of services across existing Doc’d & KYC’d clients

Operating MarginContribution Margin

24.0%

c.30%

c.34%

2019 3 year

target

5 year

target

Revenue Growth
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Disclaimer

This presentation has been prepared by TP ICAP plc (together with its subsidiaries, the “Group”) solely for informational purposes. No representation or warranty express or implied is made as to, and no reliance 

should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information or any opinion contained herein. The information contained in this presentation should be considered in the context of 

the circumstances prevailing at the time and will not be updated to reflect material developments that may occur after the date of the presentation.

This presentation contains certain forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology, including the terms “believes”, “estimates”, 

“anticipates”, “expects”, “intends”, “plans”, “may” or “will” or, in each case, their negative or other variations or comparable terminology or by their context. These forward-looking statements include all matters that 

are not historical facts, and in particular those items indicated as targets, ambitions or expectations of future results. They appear in a number of places and include, but are not limited to, statements regarding the 

Group’s intentions, beliefs or current expectations concerning, amongst other things, results of operations, financial condition, liquidity, prospects, growth and strategies. By their nature, forward-looking statements 

involve risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future. A multitude of factors including, but not limited to, changes in demand, activity in 

the financial markets, competition and technology or the regulatory environment, can cause actual events, performance or results to differ materially from any anticipated development. Forward-looking statements 

are not guarantees of future performance and the actual results of operations, financial condition and liquidity, and the development of the industry in which the Group operates, may differ materially from those 

made in or suggested by the forward-looking statements set out in this presentation. Past performance of the Group cannot be relied on as a guide to future performance. Forward-looking statements speak only 

as at the date of this presentation and the Group expressly disclaims any obligations or undertaking to release any update of, or revisions to, any forward-looking statements in this presentation. 

Nothing in this presentation should be considered to be a forecast of future profitability or financial position of the Group and none of the information in this presentation is or is intended to be a profit forecast, 

dividend forecast or profit estimate. 

To the extent available, the industry, market and competitive position data contained in this presentation come from official or third-party sources, which may or may not be publicly available. Third-party industry 

publications, studies and surveys generally state that the data contained therein have been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but that there is no guarantee of the accuracy or completeness of such 

data. While the Group reasonably believes that each of these publications, studies and surveys has been prepared by a reputable party, the Group has not independently verified the data contained therein. 

Accordingly, undue reliance should not be placed on any of the industry, market or competitive position data contained in the presentation. The information included in this presentation does not purport to be 

comprehensive. 

This presentation does not constitute, and should not be construed as, part of any offer or invitation for the sale or purchase of securities or any businesses or assets described in it and it is not intended to provide 

the basis of any investment decision nor does it or is it intended to form the basis of any contract for acquisition of or investment in any member of the Group, financial promotion, or any offer or invitation in 

relation to any acquisition of or investment in any member of the Group in any jurisdiction, nor does it purport to give legal, tax or financial advice. Nothing herein shall be taken as constituting the giving of 

investment advice and this presentation is not intended to provide, and must not be taken as, the basis of any decision and should not be considered as a recommendation to acquire any securities of the Group. 

The recipient must make its own independent assessment and such investigations as it deems necessary. The information, statements and opinions contained in this presentation do not constitute a public offer 

under any applicable legislation or an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities.

This presentation and its contents may not be viewed by persons within the United States other than (i) by qualified institutional buyers within the meaning of Rule 144A under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as 

amended (the “U.S. Securities Act”) or (ii) in “offshore transactions” within the meaning of Regulation S under the U.S. Securities Act. The distribution of this presentation in other jurisdictions may be restricted by 

law and persons into whose possession this presentation comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions.
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